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Abstract
In this letter, we propose graph theory-based heuristics for jointly assigning frequency and antenna polarization in a cluster-based tactical
communication environment (e.g., military communications). In addition to considering the frequency assignment problem (which is an NP-hard
problem), we also consider the polarization assignment issue. A practical antenna and a 3D ray tracing-based simulator are exploited to measure
the interference. We show that the suggested heuristics are nearly optimal in terms of chromatics and their low complexity makes them suitable
for practical usage.
c⃝ 2016 The Korean Institute of Communications Information Sciences. Publishing Services by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Since the spectrum is a scarce and valuable resource,
maximizing the use of radio resources is the aim of the
frequency assignment problem (FAP). To optimize such an
objective for the FAP, a well-known tool is graph theory [1].
A familiar topic in graph theory is determining the graph’s
chromatic number, which is related to the number of used
frequencies in the FAP. The task of minimizing the chromatic is
an NP-hard problem [1]. In the literature, different suboptimal
heuristics have been devised for FAP including greedy and tabu
searches [2,3]. The authors in [4,5] consider a realistic antenna
pattern and filtering techniques.
A frequency assignment plan is feasible under the premise
of having manageable interference between communication
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links. Frequencies that are assigned to interfering devices must
be separated sufficiently to mitigate the interference; hence,
decreasing the number of used frequencies is limited by the
interference constraints. The literature has yet to consider only
the frequency but rarely to the polarization. By adopting dual-
pol antennas as in [6], a device can choose either vertical or
horizontal polarization of the antenna. When transceivers use
different polarizations, additional signal attenuation can occur
compared to using identical polarization. Therefore, we must
devise an adaptive and time efficient algorithm for assigning
both the frequency and the polarization.
In this letter, we propose graph coloring-based sub-optimal
algorithms that jointly assign, within a reasonable time,
frequency and polarization. We demonstrate that the proposed
algorithms are close to the optimal (in terms of number of
frequencies) using analytically derived lower bounds.
2. System model
Topology. The target environment is a practical setup where
the communication nodes use implemented antennas and are
distributed on an actual map, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
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(a) Antenna. (b) Top view of a 3D ray-tracing based simulator.
(c) Front view of a 3D ray-tracing based simulator.
Fig. 1. Practical antenna pattern and target environments including exact locations on an actual map and 3D path profiles.
communication devices are distributed in clusters on a
100 km × 100 km map. Each cluster contains a maximum of
four devices and each of the devices has only one communi-
cation link with another node in a different cluster; a device
can perform two-way communication. The communication dis-
tances have a limit of 20 km. Nodes are assumed to use the
same transmit power (P = 1 W) and the antennas are directed
toward their pairs to maximize the antenna gain.
Interference measurements. To evaluate the proposed algo-
rithms, we utilized the interference graphs of real and artifi-
cial cases. For the realistic scenario, we considered cases with
20, 50, and 200 nodes. 3D ray tracing was used to measure the
power attenuation considering the antenna patterns, frequency
separation, geographical data, climate, and wave propagation
path profiles. 3-D ray tracing exploits our own implemented
antenna, as indicated in Fig. 1(a) and the exact locations of the
nodes, as indicated in Fig. 1(b) (for the 50-node case). Each
antenna had two valid polarizations—vertical and horizontal;
additional power attenuation is realized when the assigned an-
tenna polarizations are different.
For the artificial scenario, we generated 10 random node
topologies on the 2D space. Approximately 240 nodes within
80 clusters were generated over a 100 km× 100 km sized map.
A transmitted signal experiences attenuation from line losses,
antenna filters and propagation until it arrives at the receiver.
If the received power is greater than the level of the receiver
sensitivity, the gap must be attenuated by separating frequencies
and polarizations. It can be obtained by (1) and defined as
interference between the devices.
X = max(P +A− P L( f, d)− L− T , 0). (1)
The power attenuation due to the physical distance P L( f, d)
follows the ITU P.525 model [7] which is a function of a
transmitted frequency f and the distance d . Antenna gain A is
determined by the measured antenna pattern. The attenuation
by frequency and polarization separation is obtained by the
measurements of net filter discrimination (NFD) [8] and cross
polarization discrimination (XPD), respectively. The latter is
assumed to be a constant value of 30 dB. Line loss L is given as
3 dB for each transmitter and receiver; the receiver sensitivity
level is given as −70 dBm.
Graph construction. The interference graph G = (V, E) con-
sists of a set of vertices V where the elements correspond to the
communication links, and the edge matrix E , which indicates
the interference between the communication links (i.e., vertex
nodes). The interference from link-i to link- j is defined as the
received power at link- j that is emitted from link-i . To ensure
that the graph is undirected, values for Ei j and E j i are taken as
the maximum of the reciprocal interference between link-i and
link- j .
Problem definition. We first assign the polarizations (i.e., trans-
form the input graph) and continue with the frequency assign-
ment. The polarization assignment function P : G → G P =
(VP , EP ) assigns vertical or horizontal polarization to each of
the nodes in V . The interference element is maintained constant
(i.e., EP i j = Ei j ) when VP i and VP j have the same polariza-
tion; otherwise it is EP i j = Ei j − 30. After the polarizations
are set, the frequency assignment function A : G P → G A =
(VA, E A) assigns a frequency from a set of all the frequency
bands F to the links that consider the updated G P . The i th el-
ement of VA contains the assignment information of link-i , and
E Ai j denotes the interference between the links after the final
assignment. We define fi as the i th element in F , which physi-
cally indicates that the band has its center frequency at fi . The
frequency bands have the same bandwidth and the centers of
adjacent elements are equally separated.
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Fig. 2. Example of exploiting polarizations to achieve a reduced number
of used frequencies. Nodes 1 and 2 are allowed to use identical frequency
resources in a dual polarization case owing to XPD reduction by 10. This saves
one resource usage compared to the single case.
The goal of the assignment problem is to minimize the
number of assigned frequencies where each communication
link is assigned a polarization and a frequency band such
that any two links do not cause interference to each other.
Polarization and frequency can jointly manage with the
constraints as indicated in Fig. 2 where the XPD in terms of
frequency index is given by 10 such that Devices 1 and 2 are
able to use same frequencies with separated polarizations. To
formulate the joint assignment problem, we define J = A ◦ P
as the composition function of the frequency and polarization
assignment functions A and P . The final assignment has the
form J : G → G J with the assignment information.
The objective is to minimize the number of frequency bands
such that the spectral efficiency is maximized. In graph theory,
the chromatic number of a graph is the smallest number of
colors required to color the vertices such that no two adjacent
vertices have the same color; it is commonly denoted by χ(G).
Because the theoretical value is unobtainable efficiently, we
define a practical chromatic function over the transformed
graph χ∗(G J ) that counts the number of unique frequencies.
The optimization problem aims to determine the assignment
function J that minimizes χ∗(J (G)) while satisfying the
interference constraints.
3. Proposed algorithms
Greedy assignment function AH (reference implementation)
orders the nodes by their degree, the sum of the edge weights
and the index number consecutively. After the ordering, it
assigns the minimum available frequency to a node while
avoiding interference with existing assignments. The graph
vertex coloring problem, closely related to the FAP, considers
if the connected nodes are assigned to different colors (the
FAP considers the degree to which they are separated). A
coloring based greedy assignment AC follows the same order,
and assigns colors to the nodes. After the coloring, it orders
the nodes by the color index and assigns frequencies; however,
this time the same frequency band must be assigned to the
same-colored nodes. The coloring-based algorithm guarantees
a lower chromatic number. A clique-coloring-based greedy
assignment AQ functions similarly to AC ; however, it colors
the max-clique members first.
Based on the intuition of (2) that the best we can achieve
is half the maximum clique size, the polarization function PQ
assigns polarizations in a similar manner to AQ works. It colors
the nodes as in AQ and identifies matchings among the color
elements [9]. A matching is defined as a pair of two colors
such that the maximum interference between the colors is less
than 30 dB. The interference between colors A and B indicates
the maximum interference between A-colored and B-colored
nodes. A pair of colors composing a matching indicates two
groups of nodes that are permitted to use the same frequency
when the polarizations are separated, which reduces the total
chromatic number. After determining the maximum matchings,
the function assigns either vertical or horizontal to each of the
paired colors and unifies the colors. If multiple colors remain
and no longer compose a matching, vertical is assigned to the
remainder. If the graph has perfect matchings, the number can
be reduced to a minimum. Because the assignment depends on
the method used to color the nodes, we can define PC after
deriving the coloring order of AC .
4. Results and the optimality
Lower bound. The size of the maximum clique of graph G is
commonly denoted as w(G) and is a lower bound for χ(G).
They are equal if and only if a graph G is a perfect graph; it
is NP-hard to recognize if G is perfect. However, determining
the w(G) value does provide meaningful insight to solve
the assignment problem. The lower bound that the maximum
clique search provides is close to the chromatic number of the
algorithm that is based on giving priority of assignment to the
clique members.
If we assume no interference between the nodes with
separated polarizations, then we can regard G as a union of
two separated graphs GV and G H such that each contains
nodes with the same polarizations. Hence, χ(P(G)) ≥ 12χ(G)
holds. Another inequality stems from the clique concept. As
mentioned in the previous paragraph, the size of the maximum
clique of graph G is commonly denoted as w(G) and is a
lower bound for χ(G). Whereas it is NP-hard to enumerate
all possible maximum cliques, there is a simpler method to
determine if a graph has a clique of size k or not [10]. We
combine two inequalities and obtain
χ∗(J (G)) ≥ χ(P(G)) ≥

1
2
χ(G)

≥

1
2
w(G)

. (2)
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Table 1
Results for single polarization algorithms.
# V w(G) χ∗(JH (G)) χ∗(JCH (G)) χ∗

JQH (G)

1 238 75 112 80 79
2 244 68 96 70 72
3 244 86 114 90 86
4 242 80 112 86 92
5 230 86 116 87 86
Table 2
Results for joint assignment of frequency and polarization.
# V Algorithm χ∗(·)

1
2w(G)

1 238 JQ 40 38
2 244 JC 36 34
3 244 JQ 45 43
4 242 JC 43 40
5 230 JQ 48 43
Results. We first executed the algorithms on the artificial
cases because algorithms for the different cases are available
for comparison. The total algorithm J is a composition
of a frequency assignment algorithm A and a polarization
assignment P . We denote JH as a combination of AH and a
default polarization assignment PH that assigns vertical to all
the nodes. The notation JC H and JQ H indicate combinations of
AC and AQ with PH . AC of PC is denoted by JC and AQ of PQ
is denoted by JQ . The first algorithm JH is a greedy assignment
algorithm that does not consider polarization. It seems
obvious that the coloring-based greedy algorithms dominate
the reference algorithm in terms of the chromatic. This is
validated by the results in Table 1. Given this letter’s space
constraints, five of the topology cases are selectively presented;
the maximum clique size w(G) is presented in Table 2.
The single polarization algorithms had their lower bound
as w(G). Both coloring-based algorithms demonstrated near
optimal performances. Neither the greedy coloring-based JC H
nor the clique coloring-based JQ H had significant dominance;
however, for cases where JQ H dominated, they managed to
achieve the optimal solutions, as seen in cases 3 and 5. For
the joint assignment algorithms, we present a joint algorithm
stemming from an improved coloring algorithm method for
each case (e.g., JQ for topology case 1).
The second column of Table 2 indicates what coloring
method was chosen, and the results that followed are presented
in parallel. By comparing the third column of Table 2 with the
related results in Table 1, we can see that virtually half the
single polarization results were achieved by jointly assigning
the polarizations.
The real measured data indicates the superior performance
of canceling interference because the locations were carefully
chosen. The practical antenna outperformed the analytical
antennas where the theoretical antenna was degraded to its
minimum ability. The coloring-based algorithms dominated the
greedy assignment and the joint assignment of polarizations and
Table 3
Results for real data.
V χ∗(JH (G)) Algorithm χ∗(·)

1
2w(G)

50 7 JQ 4 2
200 14 JQ 6 3
frequencies indicates merit compared to single assignment, as
presented in Table 3.
5. Conclusion
We proposed three frequency assignment algorithms: a
greedy AH , a coloring-based greedy AC , and a clique coloring-
based AQ . We also presented a polarization algorithm obtained
using a matching algorithm after coloring, where different col-
oring methods resulted in different polarization algorithms ac-
cordingly denoted by PC and PQ . All the proposed algorithms
were greedy sub-optimal algorithms that executed for no more
than a minute on MATLAB. A cluster-based distribution over
a realistic map was modeled to describe the tactical topolo-
gies. Because spectral efficiency is a key performance for a
FAP, we chose to minimize the number of used frequencies.
We proposed joint assignment algorithms for assigning the po-
larizations and frequencies while considering the extra sepa-
ration provided by different polarizations. The measured data
indicated that the polarization algorithms also demonstrated
improvements. In deteriorated environments that were gener-
ated artificially, the coloring-based approaches were signifi-
cantly superior to the greedy algorithm and occasionally a
clique coloring-based algorithm met the optimal solution, fur-
ther to considering the polarization-assigning issue. The match-
ing algorithm-based polarization assignment provided nearly
half of the minimum solution to the FAP alone, which means
that the joint assignment algorithm effectively reduced the ob-
jective cost value (i.e., the chromatic number). Our future work
includes the joint consideration of frequency/polarization as-
signment and adopting the massive MIMO system [11–13].
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